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INTRODUC~ION 
Importano e, ot the PrOc~lept 
The re.ptd induction Gf scientific and social change 
in the last century has brought an avalanche of technical 
details, elaborate articles in everyday living; a highly 
competitive economic situation, and volumes of involved in-
formation on laws and taxes and survival. In order that 
the adult in our society may enjoy a dynamic life, he must 
provide himself with means of keeping abreast of the change. 
The adult needs the facilities and guidance provided by a 
school-centered adult education program. 
P~ose of This Stuay 
The p~ose of this study was to discover sound prin-
ciples essential to the development of a lasting program of 
adult education in the town of Missouri Valley, Iowa; then 
establish an adult program and observe it in action. It is 
hoped this study will serve a useful purpose to those inter-
ested in developing adult education programs in their own 
communities. 
l 
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~etho~;s o~ Develo;p:tns the Stu& 
The methods of ap~roaehing the problems in this 
study were the step-by-step :Procedures as listed: (I) an 
analysis of the movement of adult education through the 
study of the history of adult ed~ation, (2) a review of 
the literature in the field together with other studies 
and an examination of programs in use by other communities, 
(3) an investigation of the community of Missouri Valley; 
the people and the agencies of a civic nature within the 
community, (4) the drawing of guiding principles from the 
previous steps to be used as a basis for establishing an 
adult program, (5) an observation of the reception of the 
new program. 
Limitations 
The geographic area to be included in the community 
is limited to the territory within the boundaries of Harri-
son County, Iowa. Some exceptions to this boundary will be 
made in those instances where adults residing outside Harri-
son County, but within commuting distance of Missouri Valley. 
desire to participate in the program. 
This study includes the significant factors in the 
development of an adult program for Missouri Valley over the 
period of months from Octobert 1951 through May, 1952. Obser-
vation of the program in action was made from its inception 
on March 17, 1952 to the end of the term on May 19, 1952. 
3. 
The sahedu.led nine-week session was extended over a ten-week 
:period due to a flood emergency., A longer period of ex:per-
ienoe with the program on the part of the writer would have 
:permitted more aonaluaive atatements thail it will be :possible 
to make in this study .• 
Definition of Terms 
The term adult shall, in this study, apply to any 
:person sixteen years of age o.r older. Adult edueati on is a 
ty:pe of learning ex_perienae in which an individual may seek 
his own opportunities for advancement in life. A learning 
experience may be provided by any one of hundreds of agencies 
and would be in the category of adult education if the ex-
perience provides the adult with the facilities for maturing. 
An adult education ~rogram is a course, or combina-
tion of courses, offered to adults over sixteen years of age 
who are not regularly enrolled in daytime classes. These 
olasses might be in either public or :private secondary schools 
and institutions of higher learning. The oourses may be made 
available to adults through oorres:pondence and/or :per-sonal 
attendance. Adult education is that directed education which 
oontinues after the individual ceases to be a member of regu-
lar daytime formal learning situations in seoondary schools 
and in colleges. 
CHA:PTER II 
GUIDING PRINCIPLES 
;tristorical Development 
To discover where adult education has been and where 
it may be going requires a study of the history of the field. 
A chronologie al approach will serve two general pu.r);'loses: 
(l) the direction of past developments can be traced, and 
(2) the length of time required f0r the developments to mat-
erialize can serve as a basis for guessing at the fUture of 
adult education. 
Adult education is old; yet adult education is com-
paratively new. These opposing statements are intended to 
show that adult education has been an operating force in the 
civilized groups since early times; but. adult education has 
not been called such until mod.ern times. This was due in 
part to the way people react to the term education. Many 
people who consider themselves mature are reluctant to admit 
that they are a part of anything educational. This reaction 
is caused by the value people place on prestige. To parti-
cipate in anything dealing with edueation after one reaches 
maturity, according to the belief a few years ago, is to ad-
mit that one lacks proper baeJtg:rou.nd and consequently one's 
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aoqua.i:ntances will be lei/'. to debasing ill!:pressions. With a 
new and broader eonoept of adult ad.uaationt and increased 
acceptance of the rasul ts of the .experiments in adult lee:rm ... 
ing, :people are taking adult education as a necessary part 
of adult life • 
Adult education did have a place in the early develop-
ment of man. "Adult education embraces whatever help in liv-
ing can be got from the reco:vded or communicated experience 
of others.nl The exchange of inf0rmation between tribe mem-
bers was a form of adult education. The sages in our early 
civilizations, those outstanding men like Confueius and Plato, 
indicate that learning was symbolized by age and that adults 
did take part in the processes of education. "Education for 
adults, in innumerable forms, had been in process from the 
beginning of our history ..... but no one talked about it.n2 
Somewhere in dark past, in that period of unrecorded life on 
the earth, adult education had its beginning. It was present 
in the four cradles of civilization, in the :powerful empires 
of Europe, and in the daily life of :people the world. over 
right down to the present moment. 
The early forms of adult education in the United 
States consisted of talks around the stoves in the country 
linstitute of Adult Education, Handbook of Adult 
Education in the United States, :p .. 4. 1ii'ew York: Columbia 
University Preas, 1948. 
2James T. Adams$ Frontiers of American Culturet 
p .. 129. New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1944 .. 
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stores and in the tavernst' This exehange of ideas and informa-
tion led to the inception of the Town Meeting in the New Eng .. 
land States. But this form of gathering in groups back in 
those early days of America was not commonly called adult 
education. The slowness in recognizing adult education was 
brought about according to Adams: 
Because school, and perhaps college, alone were 
considered as educati<:>n, and because only children 
and youth received it, th& idea grew that education 
was something not intended for adul ts.l 
A Connecticut farmer who had attended Yale, Hosiah 
Holbrook, opened a school on his farm which combined the 
study of natural science with :physical labor, Sensing the 
keen interest of the adults who attended this school:, Hol-
brook decided to travel over New England, lecturing to 
village audiences. He then conceived the idea of a system 
of education through lecture-discussion meetings which could 
be maintained by the communities., 
Millbury, Massachusetts was the setting for the first 
lyceum. the term Holbrook applied to the new system. Other 
local units followed the idea and it spread to county, state, 
and finally to national organizations. Debates and general 
discussions were conducted on current problems. Readings 
of papers on scientific matters were given. The lyceum is 
one of the educational experiments that has come from the 
grass roots of early America. The people took this form of 
}' 
''• 
education into their own hands; just as· they brought most of 
the later forms of adult edueation into their own creative 
and promotive efforts. The lyceum evolved into the lee ture, 
and the latter has become a ver-y :popular .form of adult educa-
ti on in our modern world,. 
The materialism of the IS40' s ca.use,d many people to 
fear that the firm spiritual :f.'o'und.ation of intelligEmt think-
ing would be destroyed. To meet the threat, Lewis Miller and 
John H• Vincent .founded tha Chaut·a:u.qu.a..l It was set up as a 
summer sehool .for the advaneed. training of Sunday school 
' 
teachers. The program was immediately expanded into other 
areas. In 1878, the Chautauqua Literary and Scientific Cir-
ole was founded as a .four-year c our sa of dirac ted home read-
ing. The correspondence reading branch became p:r-ominent in 
the Middle 1ffest.. Other divisions of the Chautauqua were less 
successf'ul than the correspondence branch .. 
The next significant clevelopment in the area of adult 
education resulted from the hundreds of orgsni za ti ons which 
were started to satisfy the social and business intere·sts of 
men. These clubs were often formed for diseussi on and led 
to the more highly ergani zed groups for men, such as: the 
Chamber of Comm.ereet Rotary, Lions Clubs. and Kiwanis.. Most 
of these groups are concerned w1 th matters of :publio or cul-
tural interest.. Many clubs include the vocational aspect of 
life. These club groups are a definite :part of adult edw;,ation. 
B 
Women were stimulated by thQ "lub movement and o11ganized. thou-
sands of clubso As in the case of the men's groups, many were 
just discussion or "talk" sessions, but within the realm of 
adult education. 
Talk and fire-~two marvelous diseoveries leading 
to Socrates, Newton, Einstein, and our ability to 
sit in an ai:r-c on<itti oned easy ohair u.:p in the strato-
sphere .. , ' It has all be adult education! though 
about as unorganized as anything oould be. 
The coming of unions .for workers brought adult eduoa-
tion in force to the vast army of :people who manage b'l::tsiness, 
work in factories and mines, and in some wey help in turning 
out the numerous :produots of modern industry.. By 1900, the 
first resident labor college was established in Arkansas,.2 
Other agencies resulted from this movement and the ranks of 
labor had indeed started and established adult education as 
a cou...'Vlter-:part .. 
Libraries, museums, and institutions of higher learn-
ing have fostered the progress of adult education by :providing 
facilities to the public that satisfy edueation and eul tural 
desires and interests. 
Amid the welter, or jumble ..... of Adult Eduea-
tion, there are three tYJ;les of institutions whioh, 
in contrast to most of the others, stand out as solid, 
and lasting.. These are the museums, and libraries·~ .. 
and the c ollege ... uni versi ty grou:p.. It is bee ause of 
their intrinsic nature. Almost any of them is likely 
to :prove more -permanent than clubs, study groups, or 
other organizations which cohere for awhile and then 
disa:p:pear for gooa..3 
The "Americanizationn: movement in 1915 brought the 
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:publi~ school into the field: of· ad.ul t education.. An increas-
ing number of immigrants created a need for some spEH~ial 
training in citizenship, English, and. life in the United 
States. The :public schools had the facilities and were uti-
lized to serve this need .. 
The government enacted the Smith-Hughes Law of 1916, 
which dealt with vocational education of adults. This work 
was carried on chiefly by the public sehools. Agriculture, 
home economics, and the mechanical trades became instructional 
fields for adults. 
During the depression years, the government again 
leaped into education through such agencies as the FERA and 
WPA. The armed forees utilize adult education in earrying 
on assignments in both war time and peace time. The citizen 
of the United States is being constantly exposed to education 
in the form of suggestions for conservation, preservation, 
and civic support. 
Adult education has evolved into a field which con-
tains hundreds of agencies and millions of participants. 
Agricultural extension services, Y,.M,.C.A.? labor education, 
federal programs. trade and industrial education, :press, 
radio, and. television are some of the. many agencies carrying 
out the tremendous task of satisfying adult needs. 
History indicates that adult education has been a 
growing field. Since .Americans started calling 1 t Adult 
Edueation in approximately 1924, it has grown by leaps and 
l~ 
boeds. .Adult education has ·a:t.ways been with man; only recent-
ly has it received :proper reo ogni tion, and this gives it a 
certain amount of newness• It is definitely here to stay. 
It seems to be destined to serve increasing millions in the 
future. 
Literature in the Field 
As adult education spreads to serve more people, 
problems of organizing adult programs will confront those 
communi ties which- do not have planned programs at the pre-
sent time. There are numerous communities where revision, 
expansion, or improvement in present facilities is desirable. 
Good planning of adult programs is made easier if the mater-
ial which has been written on the subject is utilized. There 
are several good books in this field. 
One of the most helpful books in organizing a program, 
in the opinion of the writer, is Torbert's, The Establishment 
of an Adult School.l William F.,. Russell, in the introduction·, 
:points out: 
Adult education is here to stay~ No other 
public activity is so certain to grow.in importance. 
It seems likely to become the responsibility of 
every s:Ohool system and share in public sup:port.. • • 
for adult education is necessary.2 
Torbert gives some reasons for the obligation of the 
school to serve adults, and outstanding among them is the 
1J. Keith Torbert, The Establishment of an Adult 
School. New York: The MacMillan Oom:pany, 1936. 
2Ibid., :p. :x:i:x:. 
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theory that the :public school, is :perha:ps the best equi:p:ped 
agency in most coll11l'!t'll11 ties;. The school u.gq.ally :provides 
:plant facilities suitable to the direction of adult educa-
tion activities. Torbert's book is designed for those :peo-
ple who have selected the sehool as the agency to carry out 
their adult education endeavors. The.book does, in fact, 
cover the ste:ps used in establishing an adult school in Ma:ple-
wood, New Jersey, In the preface, Torbert describes his book: 
Its object is merely to make the path easier 
and simpler for :persons· already enthusiastic and 
:possibly to eause the establishment of an adult 
school to become more su.ceessfu.l.. It is a manual 
of :practical suggestions.l 
Torbert cautions that his book is not primarily con-
cerned with inspiring an interest in a.dul t education, but 
it is especially for those who have been inflicted with the 
adult education disease. The book is ideally a:. handbook 
for setting u:p a :program., The procedure that may be used 
in stimulating the interest of the community is outlined. 
The book contains a variety of important details as indicated 
by the following :partial list of the table of contents: 
1. "The Public Sehool as the Adult Education Centertt 
includes an history of the movement and the trend 
of the :public school in adult education. 
2.- "Who Should Originate a Loeal Adult School?" tells 
the choices of :personnel from the various groups 
and clubs in a oommuni ty. 
3. "Organization"· is a chapter devoted to an elabora-
tion of board membershi:p t by-laws, s:ponsors, and 
committees. 
4• ~tSoma Fu:nd.e.mantal PrineiiJles of Arranging 
Courses fer Ad.ultstt deseri bes the ea:pabili ty 
of teachers, the revolving eurrieult.tm., meet-
ing dates, and the length of session. 
5. ~'Finanaesrt suggests ways of arriving at fees 
for the courses, kee:ping expenses down, and 
setting u:p reserve funds .. 
6. "l?ublicity, Correspond.enee, Miaeellaneou.s" 
gives some very helpful information on announce-
ments, oircrolars, newspaper :publicity, question-
naires, and other media used in :promoting an 
adult sohool.l 
The clear, step by step presentation of the funda-
mentals in organizing an ad.ul t school by using the :public 
school as the sponsoring agency is most hel:p.ful to rapid 
formulation of :p~ans. Torbert's experience in the develop-
ment of the Maplewood. Mul t School is well worth review by 
adult school directors or other persons int:erested in or 
concerned with adult schools .. 
A book dealing with the fundamentals of adult learn-
ing, :programs, and administration is Knowles Informal Adult 
Education.2 Both administrators and teachers in adult schools 
will find chapter 3, "How to Teach Adults", very beneficial 
to better teacher-student relationships. Knowles has in-
cluded some information on how adults learn and their devel-
o:pment through the life span., The wri tar .feels this book 
will benefit the community that is using the school as the 
adult education agency, and in addition, much of the mater-
York: 
lrbid., :pp. xiii-:x::vi. 
2Maloolm s. Knowles, Informal Adult Education. New 
Association Press, 1951. .• 
ial deals with adult edueati-on.in clubs, universities, labor 
groups, in<iustries? museums, publie libraries, lectures, 
and conferences. 
Knowles has written his book in four parts dealing 
with the challenge of adult education through the evaluation 
of the program. The four parts and. a summary of the con tents 
are: 
1. "The Opportunity"' inelud}'Zls a chapter on the 
problem and the challenge of adult education 
and the psyehology of understanding adults. 
2.. "The Methods and the P:rogramsn deals with 
some ways of teaching adults, . the art of leader-
ship and group dynamics, selection and super-
vision of instructors, and financial problems 
and procedures .. 
3. 11 The Administration of Adult Educationn tells 
about the organization of committees, by-laws, 
determining needs and interests, and planning 
gooa promotion. 
4.. "Evaluation" explains the process of and methods 
of evaluating the program.. Suggestions are mad~ 
as to what should be done after the evaluati on.l 
Numerous articles of a ourrent nature can be found 
in publications. These current articles are especially help ... 
ful in finding suggestions pertaining to oertain peculiar 
problems in adult education. The articles are good stimu-
lators of interest in adult programs. Ideas for promotion 
of adult education may be found in the publications. One 
b!-monthly magazine, Adult Education, contains much helpful 
information for program planners.2 Another magazine published 
1Ibid., pp .. xi-xi v. 
2Adult Eduoation As~ociation, Adult EducationJ 
(August, 1951) .. 
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by the same agency, !he Adult· Education Association, is be-
ing :published for the first time under the tentative title 
of Leadershi!• The Ford Foundation, which has been putting 
a considerable sum of money into a.Clul t education recently, 
is s:ponsoring a contest to obtain a new name for the maga-
zine? Leade~ship. !t'his :publi~a.tion is primarily concerned 
with adult education. 
Unpublished studies a.ea.ling with adult education 
in Iowa are few in number. Louis Morf has made a study of 
the adult education program at Sac City, Iowa. He has 
written it in the form of a field study for Drake Uni var-
sity (1948) under the title, tt.A Study of a Small Community 
Program of .Adult Education."· He gives attena.ance records 
of adult classes, courses offered, and the benefits of the 
:program to the community. 
Another unpublished study at Drake Uni versi t.v is a 
field re:port made in 1942 by J. H. England. The title is, 
ttA Program of Adult Education for a Rural Commu.nity .. n Eng-
land lists courses offered by several adult schools in Iowa .. 
He found that rural communities lack. interest and progress 
in adult education. 
Much literature is available to the person interested 
in adult education.. His major problem is the selection of 
the right amount of satisfactory material from the mass that 
is available.. State and national agencies dealing with 
adult education may be able to supply helpful information 
that will greatly speed the selection of sui table material .. 
15 
Some Mul t Education Programs 
'" • I ' 
I 
A :person searching for ori teria for an adult program 
would expect to find some help by studying those :pro,grams 
that are already in ae ti on. The Direo tor of the College 
of Adult Education at the University of Omaha, 1\l'l'.r .. E. M. 
Hosman, suggested the names of some adult schools that had 
been operating five Gr more years.. These schools wer,e con-
tacted in regard to their adult education :programs and opera-
tions. Geographic locations and community size were disre-
garded since the fundamentals of program operation in gen-
eral were being considered .. 
Information was obtained from the following adult 
schools: 
1. The South Orange-Maplewood Adult School, Colum-
bia High School, Ma:plewo od, New Jersey .. 
2.. The Ad.ul t Education Program, Washington School, 
Council Bluffs, Iowa .. 
3. The Hamilton Adult Education and Training Council, 
Board of Education Building, Hamilton, Ohio. 
4. The Department of Adult Education, San Jose Uni-
fied School District, San Jose, California .. 
5. The Adult Evening School, Technical High School, 
Omaha, Nebraska .. 
6. Albion Adult Education Sehool, ..Ubion, Nebraska. 
The information received from these adult schools, 
usually in the form of :program booklets and :promotion mat-
erials, was most helpful in crystallizing ideas about the 
:program for Missouri Valley. All of the above .. men ti one d. 
------------~~~--
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schools ())pera.te on a non-:prof'i t and. self-financing basis .. 
The public school boards of education furnish heat, light, 
and janitorial seJ?vic e to the adult schools.. Some of the 
:prograt"'lls use the services <D.f' volunteer instructors and 
group leaders. In general, these six schools finance their 
:programs by charging an enrollment fee which varies from 
fifty cents to twenty-five dollars, 
After careful eonsiderati<Dn of the factors involved 
in the programs, the writer decided that the Albion Adult 
Education School provided facilities similar to those de-
sired in Missouri Valley .. 
The Albion Adult Education School is directed by 
a member of the public school faculty and has an Executive 
committee (advisory) to hel:p :plan and :publisize the :program. 
Newspapers, sohoolst and civic organizations are utilized 
in maintaining community interest in adult education.. This 
arrangement will work in many communi ties .. 
Criteria 
The writer found that, during the selection and 
study of literature in adult education, a. continuous chain 
of seemingly unrelated ideas :piled u:p in a mass.. However, 
as more material was explored, certain criteria began to 
take shape. As one guiding :principle became an idea, others 
fell into place until the jumbled mass had meaning .. 
One of the first things established was that adult 
education is a :promising, :permanent :part of our culture, 
1'1 
and the need for lifelong learning is being reoognized by 
many :people. 
Although adult education exists in many forms, the 
writer was now primarily concerned with a definite :program .. 
A principle pertaining to the establishment of a program 
is suggested. by Brunner·' s sta teme:r.tt: "It follows that any 
new community organization should originate within the com-
munity and not be im:posed from wi thc:mt.n-1 The :people in 
the oommuni ty must be stimulated to action in such a way 
that the impetus seems to them to be their own. "The :pro-
gram should g':row out of recognized needs .. "'2 This :principle 
points to the necessity of determining community needs and 
causing the community to recognize them. 
An important principle in :planning and operating a 
program is a democratic :philosophy. In adult education, 
the democratic philosophy applies to basing the :pr egram on 
the real needs and. interests of the individuals who will 
participate. It also implies that policies will be deter-
mined by a representative grou:p and that there will be maxi-
mum participation by all me{hbers. Coo:peration is· perhaps 
the largest single element in democratic organization. 
Democratic princi:ples must be carried out in all 
phases of the adult ed.uca ti on endeavor. The movement must 
1Ed.mund deS. Brunner. Community Organ! zation and 
Adult Education. Chapel Rill, N. e.: The tfniversity of 
irorth Oarolina Press, P• 116. 
2rb:td., p. 11a. 
have an inner cir~le of organ! zers to g! ve the :progra.m the 
necessary backing and in! t!a.ti on. ~his inner a ircle need 
not be a group formed by a .force contrary to democratic 
policies. This group is interested only in helping the com-
munity get behind the movement and keeping interested par-
tioipants in aotive communication with the adult school. 
The in! tial force behind. the adult ed.uc ati on move-
ment may be one or a few intensly motivated. individuals. 
It might also be a group o.f individuals, such as a club, 
which has deaided to take act! on in the field of adult edu-
cation. Someone definitely has to set it in motion. 
Once it has been decided to establish an adult 
program, the task of organ! zati on must begin. All the steps 
in organizing and operating must be evaluated so the program 
will not decay. Every person who is in contact with the :pro-
gram should be considered in making the evaluation. The in-
dividuals and the groups who are olose to the program may be 
utilized in the evaluating :processes according to the methods 
listed by Knowles as follows: 
1. ~e partie !;pants • --The Judgements of students, 
group members, or audience partioipants oan be obtained 
from them individually through interviews or question-
naires. Or they may be .funneled through a representative. 
2. The leaders or instructors• --Those who are dir-
ectly responsible for the gro'V'rth of the :participants 
themselves, in the best :position to judge the results 
achieved. These judgements also can be obtained indivi-
dually through interviews or written .forms, or through 
group meetings of the .faculty or leaders' corps. 
3. The ;program director and sta.f.f .. --Those Vlho are 
responsible for the ad.ministrati on of' a :program are in 
a key position to observe the results of the program as 
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a whole. They will naturally make judgements of their 
own and report them in staff meetings, and written re-
ports. In addition to making their own judgments, how-
ever, the staff members will initiate and. faoili tate 
the oollection of judgements from all other sources 
and will oompile them into a oomposi te evaluation .. 
4. The directip.,g o ommi ttee. --Because it is respon-
sible for establishing objectives and polio ie s, the 
directing oommittee is :partioularly oonoerned w1 th 
evaluation, If it is to be in a position to determine 
new objectives and policies intelligently it should 
have the opportunity both to observe results directly 
and to examine the judgements from all other sources. 
5, 0utside eHerts. --It is frequently desirable 
to oall fn speaia sts .from the universities, ooordina-
ting councils, and other sources to assist in the eval-
uation process. Controlled observations of classroom 
procedure by graduate students from teacher .... training 
institutions have often yielded valuable information .. 
Many kinds of organizations are required to submit 
information to higher authorities, such as state and 
national headquarters, community councils, and contri-
butors of funds, in order that these authorities may 
make evaluations of their own.l 
Once the evaluation has been made, it follows that 
correotive steps must be taken where they are neo essary 
according to the information gathered. Adult programs are 
kept fresh and dynamic through evaluation and aotion .. 
.Adults are not required by law to attend school. The pro-
gram must attract them year after year. A changing curri-
culum must be :presented eaoh session. Some courses may be 
repeated until the demand and interest has been satisfied• 
but the currioulum must be flexible enough to permit the 
introduction of almost any course the community demands. 
Organization and administration o:f ad.ul t programs is a 
1 Knowles, o;p. cit:,, pp. 238-239. 
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mueh more pleasant task if the gttiding principles are sel-
ected. and. known by the :people concerned. with the program. 
CHAPTER "III 
DEVELOPING THE PROGRAM IN :MISSOURI VALLEY 
Description of the Com.nnmi,t;y: 
When interest has been stimulated and the s:p ark 
that starts the ad.ul t education fires burning has been 
fanned. by the 11 terature in the field, the aomrnuni ty must 
be studied. and. analyzed... The ari teria harvested from 
library research cannot be applied until the area in Wa.iah 
the :program is to be installed is surveyed.. Elemel'lts of 
the community, including :population, industry, wealth, and 
oi vie organizations, are of the utmost importance in get-
ting the :proper foundation for an adult program. 
This study is concerned :primarily with the com-
munity of Missouri Valley, Iowa, a city of about 4,000 :po:pu.-
lati on. The o 1 ty is a former "railroad towntt and has been 
struggling to overcome the loss of the railroad shops since 
the 1920's. The sho:ps provided a sourae of employment and 
gave the town considerable inc orne. The shops were moved 
to anc:>ther section of the state. Many former railroad em-
ployees were faced. with a problem of employment. Omaha and 
Council Bluffs, oi ties some thirty miles distant, attracted 
several of these people 1"lh.o commuted daily to their jobs. 
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The :purchasing :power of- the CGmmun1 ty dwindled and conse-
quently most agenoies suffered. The city is located at the 
intepsection of u. s .. Highways 30 and 75; and much t:ra:ns-
aontinental traffic :passes through the a i ty. Some efforts 
have been made and are being made to attract tourist trade .. 
There is little industry in the community.. .Agriou.l ture is 
the mainstay, and Harrison eounty has an average value of 
land and buildings of $23,815,1 It ranks in the lower third 
of the counties in Iowa in this respect. 
The Missouri Valley area is subject to occasional 
floods from the Missouri river (ten miles distant) and the 
Boyer river which :passes just south of tow:n. The last dis-
astrous flood in the city was in the s:pring of 1949. Water 
covered much of the business and residential districts. 
The spring flood. of 1952 did. not bring water into the city 11 
but the ten mile area between the city and the Missouri 
river was inundated for several days. This tragedy had a 
definite damaging effect on the community. However, these 
flood emergencies have offered am:ple o:p:portu.ni ty to show 
:people the value of cooperation. 
Several organizations with. civic intentions carry 
out su.ch :projects as the operation of a swimming :pool, sum-
mer baseball, Christmas acti vi ties, and school awards.. The 
Chamber of Commerce, Kiwanis, limerican Legion, Business and 
Professional Women's Club, and ohurch organizations are 
1Rand. McNall Commeroial Atlas and Marketin Guide, 
(83rd. ed..; New York: Rand. McNally om:pany, 1952 , 151-152 .. 
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among the agencies that serve the eommunity. 
The independent :pu.blie soh0ol system is housed in 
three plants. There are two grade school buildings in 
separate sections of the ei ty. The high sohool and junior 
high school pupils are served by the same plant which con-
sists of two buildings~. The public school enrollment for 
the 1951~1952 school year was about 874. School busses 
transport about 130 students .from the rural area to high 
school.. This factor makes the rural area more im:portant 
when considering this community. A :parochial school with 
an enrollment e.f ninety-seven serves :pu:pils through the 
eighth grade .. 
The trade area. extends in a radius of some eight 
to eleven miles. There are several grocery stores • im:ple-
ment dealers, appliance dealers, automobile dealers, gar-
ages, service stations, restaurants, clothing stores, hard-
ware stores, two theaters, and other businesses. The :pub-
lic library serves the community. 
Thursday night is generally regarded as choir :prac-
tice nigh.t for all churches. Many of the ohurches coo:perate 
to observe the major holidays with :planned and. combined. :pro-
grams .. 
Earlier Attempts at Adult Education 
School-sponsored adult education has been on a lim-
1 ted and temporary basis in the past.. The vocational agri-
cml ture department has sponsored evening meetings for adult 
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farmers in the area since 1941.~ These olasses have been. 
under the supervision and direction of the voo ati onal agri ... 
cult'tll"e instructors. These instructors have planned the 
topics to be covered and then contacted the farmers by :post-
card to inform them ef the meeting and the to:pio. Attendance 
has been irregular and many meetings have not been held be-
cause only one or two farmers have been in attendance. The 
program is operated under the Smith-Hughes Act .. 
During the early days of Vfottld V'far II, a few typing 
classes were conducted in the high aohool to serve adults 
in the community who found this skill would be of banefi t 
to them in their work. The Superintendent of Schools super-
vised the classes and the typing teachers ware from the day-
time faculty. These classes were discontinued after one 
season. 
In the fall of 1950, the Su:perintenden t of Sohools, 
Ke W. Miller, received some requests for night ty:ping 
classes. He wrote a story for the loaa.l daily newspaper 
and secured enough interested :people to warrant starting 
a class in beginning typewriting and in upholstering; The 
writer became the typing instructor and an upholstering 
instructor was secured from the C ouno il Bluffs Adult Sehool. 
The Board of Ed11cation granted :permission to use the high 
school plant. Heat and light were also furnished by the 
Board of Education, but the :program was self-supporting 
over and above these items. 
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Tb.e en:rollment fee was fivEr dellars for ten two ... 
hour class meetings, The meetings were held on Monday 
night from seven-thirty to nine-thil'ty o'clock. !wenty-
si:x: adults enrolled in beginning typing and twenty-four 
enrolled in upholstering. Three adults were taking the 
tYJ?ing olass to receive credit toward high school gradua-
tion. Most other members were enrolled for their :personal 
satisfactien and to increase their vocational efficiency .. 
In the spring of 1961, another story was carried 
in the local daily :pa:per to inform :people that the courses 
in beginning ty')?ing and. upholstering would be continued 
for another ten-week :period.. Advanced typing was suggested 
by several :peo:ple and it was also offered. Beginning tY:P-
ing had. an enrollment of twelve, advanced typing had six-
teen, and. upholstering had. eighteen members. 
Stories were again su.bmi tted to and :printed by the 
daily newspaper in the fall of 1951. Thr•ee stories over a 
:period of one month ap:peared in the :paper to stimulate in-
terest in resuming the night classes in typing, upholster-
ing, and other courses in which ten or more people wanted 
to enroll. The res:ponse was not sufficient to justify 
starting any course.. During November a few :people spoke 
frequently of the desire to take a night c curse, but even 
their oam:paigning could not :produae an enrollment of ten 
adults for any one olasa. 
The writer came in oontac t with E. M. Rosman, Dir-
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eo tor of the College of Atiul t .Ed"LW ation, Univerai ty of Oma-
ha, Omaha, Nebraska. !his meeting provided a very stimu-
lating ez:perienoe for the writer~ With interest and ambi-
tion at a high pi teh, he determined to do something about 
the adult education situation in :ntfissouri Valley. 
Planning the Prosram 
Glowing with the desire to :prove that a eommuni ty 
can be sold on something it needs, the writer be:gan the 
:process of determining the community needs and interests. 
The first op:portuni ty presented i tsel.f during National 
Education Week in November. The public schools held O:pen 
House. The writer :prepared a questi onna.ire to be completed 
by adults who attended the O];>en House. To further stimu-
late interest in adult education on this evening, a film, 
ncounty and Community Recreati ontt was procured from the 
University of Indiana. The film was shown throughout the 
evening in the high sehool auditorium. Although the film 
dealt with recreation programs, the ste:ps to be followed 
in community organization were similar to those in the 
organization of an a.dul t education program. 
Determining Interest 
Questionnaires were distributed by the hostesses 
at the registration tables and the adults were encouraged 
to complete them. The questionnaire (see Appendix I) 
stressed the value that would be :placed on the o:pinions of 
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adults in the community. ~he p'lll"IH.:Hae of the survey was 
to determine whether there was suf'.ticient intere-st to 
warrant further consideration of adult evening classes, 
and which, if any of the classes should be offered.. 
The Open House suffered from low attendance and 
consequently the number of' returns completed was rather 
small. There were ninety-three· completed retu.rr:us. In 
response to the question, "Would you like adult evening 
classes in Missouri Valley High School?"', ninety-one 
responded "yestt and two ttnort. In anawering the question, 
"Would you participate in the program if courses appeal-
ing to you were offered at a very nominal cost?tt, eighty-
three cheaked. "yestt and six checked "no'•. Four did not 
respond to this question. 
The third question, nWhich of the following c our-
sea do you feel should be offered to adults in this com-
munity?", brought responses as indicated in Table 1.. !l:'he 
response was encouraging to the writer because it indicated 
that the people in the community :placed some value on many 
courses, especially those in the home arts and :personal 
development areas. 
The questionnaire contained twelve courses for 
whiah no interest was shown. These courses were: :public 
speaking, general shop, mechanical drawing, Old Testament 
history, New Testament history, training methods f~ Sun-
day School teachers, ceramics, aluminum etahing, ballroom 
da.neing, gym ao t1vi ties, dra.m.a.tio s, Ja.nd 'business Engl.ish., 
The results of this survey indieated that there 
was sufficient interest in Mis so12.ri Valley to e ontinue the 
planning of a program. 
TABLE l 
RESPONSE OF 93 ADULTS CONOERN!NG THEIR INTEREST 
IN A.DU{P ·eLASSES Nf>VEMBER., l9't)l 
Name of Course Nch of Responses 
Sewing • • • • .. .. .. • , .. • •. .. .. .. .. • 36 
Cooking. • • • • • .. • • • • .. .. .. .. • • 21 
Upholstering • • • • , .. • • • • .. .. • • 20 
First Aid. • .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. 18 
Interior Decorating. • .. .. • .. • • • .. • 16 
Hat and Bag Making • • • • .. .. .. • .. .. • 16 
.Tailoring. , • .. • , • • .. • .. • • • • • • l G 
Slip Covering. • .. • .. • • • .. .. .. .. .. ., 16 
Psychology • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • .. 16 
Personal! ty Improvement. • " .. • ., • .. • 15 
Typewriting (Beginning) .. • • • • • • • • 14 
Typewriting (Advanced) .. .. .. • .. • • • .. 12 
Reducing and Posture .. • • • • .. • • • • 9 
Bookkeeping. .. • • • .. • • • • .. .. .. .. .. 7 
Textile Painting • .. • " • • • .. • .. .. .. 6 
Flower Arrangement • • • • • • .. • • .. .. 6 
Business Law .. • .. • • .. .. • .. • • .. • • 4 
Piano Playing. • .. • • • • • .. • • • .. • 4 
Shol'thand. • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • 4 
Welding. • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • .. • 3 
Woodworking. • • • .. • • • • • • .. .. • • 2 
On February 18, 1952, a survey was direoted to the 
adults who had participated in the olasses of the fall of 
1950 and the spring of 1951. The purpose of this survey 
was to obtain the opinion on adu1 t eduoati on of people in 
the community who had the e:x::pe ri ence of being a :part of an 
adult :program. 
Sixty-four questionnaires (see Appendix II) were 
mailed to the adults whose tta.mes and addresses were obtaill.Sd. 
from the elass reeord aards usea for the a.du.l t olasses. A 
letter wa,s sent along with the questionnaire informing the 
res:pondent of the :purpose of the s'll;rvey and. urging him to 
oom:plete the form and return :t t at onoe ~ Forty-three ques-
tionnaires were returned to the writer. ~able 2 shows the 
results of this survey~ 
TABLE 2 
COURSE CHOICES OF 43 PARTICIFANTS 
IN ADULT CLASSES~· 19 50-til 
Name of Course No. ot Responses 
Bookkeeping .. • .. .. • • • • .. .. • • .. .. .. .. 16 
Sewing .. .. . ~ . . . • • • .. • • • .. • .. .. .. 15 
Interior Decorating • .. .. • • .. • .. .. .. .. .. 15 
Tailoring • .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. 13 
~ooking • .. • • .. • • .. .. .. • • .. .. .. .. .. .. 8 
Ty:pewriting (Beginning) .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 8 
Upholstering .. • .. .. .. • • • .. .. .. .. • .. .. .. 7 
Salesmanship .. .. .. • .. " • " • .. .. .. .. • • ~ 7 Human Relations • • • • • • • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 7 
Business Law. • • .. • .. • • .. • • .. .. • .. .. 6 Psyehology. • 
" 
.. .. .. • • • .. • .. .. • .. .. .. 4 
Shorthand .. .. .. .. .. • • • • • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 4 
Ceramics. .. • • .. • • .. • • • • • • • • .. .. 2 
It is interesting to discover that the :peo:ple who 
had :participated in the adult classes thought the :program 
should be continued. Their o:pinions were highly regarded. 
sinee they had been exposed to evening classes and eouJ.d. 
re:port their observations and reactions. 
A com:parison of Table 1 with Table 2 shows that sew-
ing, tailoring, cooking. upholstering, and interior decora-
ting rank in the first seven most wa.11.ted courses in both 
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surveys. ~he first survey indicated that first aid and. 
hat and. bag making were among the first seven e ou.rsea :pre .. 
ferrecl. The survey of the partioi:pants of adult classes 
showed. an interest in bookkee!)ing and typing in the first 
seven choices. 
On the basis of th& two s'l.:l.rveys? the writer d.e-
ciclecl that sufficient -interest had. been shown to offer 
classes in sewing, tailoring; upholstering, cooking, in-
terior decorating, typing, and :psychology. These olasses 
could be combined into an adult evening :program and offered 
as soon as possible. 
Stimulating Interest 
Late in February, a f'ilm. n·salf-Rea.lization", was 
secured from the Los Angela s public schools.. This film 
highlighted. the ad.u.l t ed.ucati on program in Los Angele a and 
showed that ad.ul ts are very willing to :pa.rticip ate in the 
:program. The 'film :pic tu.recl some of the many adult olasses 
in action. During the sahqol year 1950-1951, Los Angeles 
had. a total of 211,000 aclul ts registered in 4 t064 classes, 
"Self-Realization" was shown to the Missouri Valley 
Kiwanis Club, Business and. Professional Women v: s Club, the 
high school faculty, and to a group of interested adults 
in a :private home. The film was ordered in October for the 
:purpose of showing to all the civic grou:ps and the entire 
:public school facu.l ty. Due to the clelay in deli very of the 
film, it was shown to the previously mentioned grou:ps only. 
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The movie was well received. Many people expressed. 
their ap:proval of the idea of adult edueati on as :presented 
in the film. The writer gave a short review of the .film and 
some ideas on adult education before each showing~ The .film 
was following by a short :Pe:t'iod of questi one. Then the 
thought of getting an adult :Program started immediately in 
Missouri Valley was :Premoted-. 
The film, "Self-Realization", is a stimulator of 
interest in adult education, It 1 s good for showing to 
lay :people and to those persons who already have an inter-
est in adult education. 
Selection of Advisory Committee 
The writer then contacted the presidents of the 
various civic groups in the community and. presented the 
:plan for an immediate :Program to them. It was suggested 
to each :president that one or two re:presentati ves from 
their organizations be selected to serve on a committee 
to help get the adult program underway. The club presi-
dents were again contacted two days later t.o obtain the 
names of the representatives. 
The first advisory committee meeting was held on 
the evening of February 11. Nine organizations were re:pre-
sented by twelve members. In a.ddi tion, other representa-
tives present were: the Superintendent of Schools, the 
high school Principal, a member of the Board of Education, 
two high school teachers, two farmers, three re:pre sent a-
tives-at-la:rge, and the writer. ~he writer conducted the 
meeting, outlining :plans :fs:r a program and. seeking sugges-
tions from the members :present. The advisory committee 
was enthusiastic about the staxoting of the :program. 
Functions of Advisory Committee 
As an expedient at the first meeting, the author 
presented the advisory committee with copies of programs 
:from other adult schools and gave them a brief outline of 
adult education programs in general. The committee was 
then in a :position to come more quiokly to a decision on 
the various matters that must be determined before the 
Missouri Valley prcgram could become a reality. 
It was decided that any :person, sixteen years of 
age or older, could participate in the adult :program. To 
receive credit toward high school graduation, the student 
must not be regularly enrolled in daytime classes in the 
public schools. 
The course fee was set at five dollars for all 
classes except a..t:tver' s training. The income of the adu.l t 
school registration fees must be sufficient to pay all costs 
of instruction, :publicity and miscellaneous expense. The 
committee decided that the driver's training class fee could 
not be set until the costs of the course had been accurately 
computed .. 
The committee was urged to make recommendations of 
group leaaers and instn~tora, but they .t'e.lt the securing 
of :personnel should be largely U.p to the Diree·to;r of Adult 
Education, which honor they readily bestowed. upon the writer. 
A more representative reaction to conrse interests 
and the desired meeting night should be obtained from the 
adults in the oommuni ty. The committee .f'el t that another 
survey directed to the parents of school ehildren would 
g1 ve quite a representative opinion, 
The community was informed of the action taken by 
the advisory oommi ttee through a story in the newspaper. 
This should always be done to help obtain the interest of 
the community• 
A questionnaire (see Appendix III) was :prepared 
for distribution to adults in the community through the 
school children. This questionnaire was enclosed in an 
attractive cover. Stories concerning the questionnaire 
were published in the newspaper and this was intended to 
create more interest in the survey. 
Instructions were sent to all public school and 
:Parochial school teachers in regard to the distri bu ti on and. 
collection of the questionnaire. Nine hundred thirteen 
questi onna.ires were sent home with the students. There was 
some re:peti tion in those homes where more than one child 
attended school. There was also a number of :people in the 
oommuni ty who had no children in school.. One hundred ques-
tionnaires were placed in downtown stores for these people. 
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An announcement in the news:r>aper informed th.e ad.ul ts 
without children in -school that they could o om:plete a ques-
tionnaire in the various :r>laoes of business.. Only seven of 
these questionnaires were completed and returned. 
Of the nine hundred thirteen questionnaires sent 
home with students, one hundred fourteen were returned. The 
results :presented in Table 3 were analyzed by the advisory 
oommi ttee at a special meeting and the :program of c curses 
was d..rawn u.p • 
TABLE 3 
COURSE CHOICES OF 121 RESIDENTS OF 
TEE Ivii SSOURI V .ALLEY COMMUNITY 
Name of Course No. of Responses* 
Psychology .. • .. .. .. • • • • .. .. .. • .. .. .. 49 
Ty:pewri ting (Beginning) .. • .. .. .. .. .. ., .. .. 30 
Sewing (Advanced) .. ., .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 27 
Driver's Training. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. .. 26 
Upholstering • .. • .. • • .. .. .. .. .. .. • • .. 25 
Interior Decorating ... ., .. .. • • .. .. • .. .. 24 
Bookkeeping. .. • .. .. • .. .. .. • .. .. • • .. .. 20 
Mixed Chorus (a write-in} • .. • .. .. .. .. • .. lS 
Learn to Bowl. • • • • .. • • ., .. • .. .. .. ., 18 
Sewing (Basic) • .. • • • .. • • .. .. • • .. .. 18 
Slip Covering. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 18 
Tailoring. • • • • • • • .. • • • • • • • • 16 
Figurine P~inting. • ., • • .. • • • .. • .. • 15 
Gardening and Landscaping. • • • , .. • • ., 15 
General Shop (Woodworking) .. • • • .. • • .. 14 
Photography. • • • • • .. • .. .. • • • • .. • 13 
Drawing and Patnting • .. " .. .. • .. .. • • • ll 
Shorthand. (Beginning) • • .. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. 11 
Typing (Advanced) • • , • • .. .. • • • .. • • 11 
English Refresher. • • • • • • • • .. • .. .. 10 
Great Books., • • .. • • • • • • • • • • .. • 10 
Current Events • • • • • • • • .. • .. • .. .. 10 
Creative Vfri ting • • • .. • .. .. • • • .. • .. 10 
Leather Craft. • .. • • • • .. • .. .. • • .. .. 10 
Your Figure--How to Improve It • • • • .. .. 10 
Salesmanship • • • • • • .. • • .. .. • .. .. • 10 
*Courses with fewer than ten res~onses not included. 
The committee selected the first five courses that 
showed most preference on the snrvey. These courses of 
:psychology, typing. sewing, driver's training, and uphol-
stering were made a part of the program. A write-in class, 
mixed chorus, appeared to be a favorite and the oommi ttee 
felt it should be included. General sho:p seemed a good 
course for men, and the oommi ttee felt that if shop and 
leather craft were taught in the same class, it would 
attract sufficient enrollment. These seven courses became 
the curriculum for the spring program. 
Monday night was selected by the committee (in accor-
dance with the survey results, Table 4) for class evening. 
Tli.BLE 4 
PREFERENCES AT TO NIGHTS .AND HOURS OF 
ADULT EDUCATION CLASSES 
Night Preferred No. of Responses 
Monday • .. .. • • .. .. • • " • • • • • .. 32 Tuesday. • • • • • • • " .. .. .. " • " " 25 Wednesday .. • • 0 • • .. " .. .. " • .. .. • 11 Thursday • .. .. • .. 
" 
.. • .. • .. 
.. • • • 12 
Friday .. .. .. .. .. .. .. • • • • • .. .. 
" • 
ll 
Hour Preferred (:P.M.) No. of Responses 
Six- thirty • .. .. • .. • • • • • • • ~ • 2 
Seven. ~ .. .. • .. • .. • • • .. • .. • .. .. 31 
Seven-thirty .. .. .. .. • • • e • • • • • 26 
Eight .................... ., 8 
Tuesday night is used frequently for school functions. 
Wednesday night is meeting time for several clubs. Thursday 
night is generally regarded by the churches as choir ~rae­
tice night. The survey results were in line with the o~in-
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ions of many writers who .feel that a night early in the 
week is preferable for the young :program. 
Class meeting times were set at seven and eight-
thirty o'clock so that two one-and-one-half hour sessions 
could be held each evening. The committee felt that many 
people would want to take two courses (nine adults regis-
tered for two classes) and that more people would partici-
pate if they could enroll in more than one class. 
Because the program was being started rather late 
in the spring, the committee felt the session should eon-
' 
sist of only nine meetings. The program could then be com-
pleted in advance of high school graduation exercises. 
Spring work in an agricultural area and the fair weather 
that takes people out of doors interferes with ad.u.l t pro-
grams that are held too late in the spring. 
Selection of Instructional Staff 
The selection of instructors for the seven adult 
classes was started immediately a.fter the approval of the 
courses by the advisory committee. The public school tea-
chers presented a good source of SUP:P+Y for adult instruc-
tors. Teachers for typing, adult mixed chorus, driver's 
training, and psychology were obtained from the local high 
school faculty. Instructors for upholstering, advanced 
sewing, and general shop were secured from the Council 
Bluffs Adult School. School nights in Council Bluffs were 
~·I? 
on evenings oj,;her than Monday, so these teachers were free 
for the Missouri Valley Adu.l t classes. 
It was decided that the compensation for the instruc-
tors would be five dollars for each ene·--·Ud,_-G:ae-hal.f.' hour 
meeting. In add.i tion, traveling expense would be paid to 
those instructors who hat to travel more than ten miles to 
reach the classroom. Traveling expenses were set at ten 
cents per mile, the distance figured one way. 
Since the driver's training instructor would have 
to spend a minimum of eight hours with each individual stu-
dent in addition to the class hours, the compensation would 
have to be higher than for other courses. A comparison was 
made between the time required of the instructor in driver's 
training with the time devoted by instructors in other classes, 
and it was discovered that the compensation to the driver 
training instructor would amount to $22,50 per student. The 
enrollment fee for driver's t.ttaining was set at $25, the 
amount needed to pay the cost of instruction and defray the 
expense of gasoline and oil for the driver's training car. 
A letter-oontract was sent to each instructor (a:ee 
Appendix VI) stating the amount of oom:pensation, the ola.ss 
meetings, and emphasizing that the class would not be of-
fered if enrollment was not sufficient to offset the cost 
of the o curse. 
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Informing and Enrolling Participants 
The Adult Education Advis()ry committee had held 
meetings on February 22 and 25. Another meeting was held 
on March 3 to determine the method of publicity and of 
seeking enrollment in the seven courses. Stories of each 
committee meeting and its function were carried by the 
local newspaper, and the program was in this way getting 
advance publicity. It was decided to use a quarter-page 
advertisement in the Y..issouri Valley Daily Times announ-
cing the opening of the program and the courses offered. 
This advertisement appeared in the March 5 issue and con-
tained an enrollment blank which could be out out and 
mailed to the Adult Education School.l The classes were 
scheduled to start Monday, March 17, thus allowing twelve 
days for the registration to be completed and mailed. 
Driver's training, beginning typing, and advanced 
sewing classes filled within three days after the adver-
tisement appeared in the paper. Upholstering had a satis-
factory enrollment in five days. Psychology had the re-
quired minimum number of adults registered on the ninth 
day, and general shop had the minimum operating number 
enrolled on the morning of the opening night, 
The adult mixed chorus class was lagging in the 
number of enrollments. Registrations at the end of the 
fifth day totaled two. The writer discussed the problem 
lsee Appendix VII. 
with the prospective oh.oraa director and several committee 
members. The instructor volunteered his services and sug-
gested that participants be invited to attend mixed chorus 
with no enrollment charge. Another suggestion was that the 
enrollment fee for mixed chorus be reduced and the shortage 
be made up from courses that more than :paid the costs. :After 
discussing the problem, it was decided that an enrollment 
fee should be charged for mixed chorus. The instructor sug-
gested we have an enrollment fee of one dollar and that he 
be paid only as many dollars as were collected, up to the 
rate of five dollars for each scheduled class meeting, This 
suggestion was finally adopted and stories in the newspaper 
notified the community of the change in the enrollment fee. 
The adult mixed chorus enrollment increased rapidly. 
The Program in Action 
0 
Opening night was indeed gratifying to the writer. 
All seven courses which had been offered were in session 
and the participants seemed to be happy with the meeting. 
Two cards were given to each student that first 
night so that certain intormation could be obtained for 
office records and for the instructor's use.l Registra-
tion provisions were made for those people who had not 
sent in their enrollment fees by mail. A special payment 
plan was arranged for dttver's training so that ten dol-
lsee Appendix IX and x. 
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1a.rs could be :paid down ana five dollars :paid each of the 
following three meetings• 
Tabla 5 shows the cost of' instruction. 
ENROLLMENT, INCOME, J.:ND COST OF INSTRUCTION OF 
ADULT EVENING CtASSES T:N MISSOURI 
VALLEY, SJ? RING, 19 52 _ 
' 
~Enro~l- '' ,. uost o.:r rn-
Name of Class lment Fee· Income stru.etien 
Advanced Sawing 16 $ 5.,00 $ so 00 $ 72.00 9 
Beginning Typing 28 5~00 14o.eo 45 .. 00 
Driver's Training 11 25~00 275.00 247.50 
General Psychology 11 5<>00 56.00 45.,00 
General Shop 15 5.00 '75 .. 00 72.00 
Mixed Chorus 22 1o00 :22. .. 00 22 .. 00 
Upholstering 13 5•00 65$00 72.00 
Total 116 $712.00 $575 .oo· 
The difference between the income and the cost of 
instruction was used to :pay janitorial services of $30.,00, 
cost of the advertisement in the news:pa:per of $27.00, gaso ... 
line and oil for the driverTs training ear of $12 9 00, :post-
age, :paper. film rental and miscellaneous of' $23.,00, and 
the balance of $34.,50 was placed in a reserve fund to be 
used for future :promotien and the maintainence of' the adult 
:program .. 
The enrollment for mixed chorus, according to Table 
5, was twenty-two. ~nis was the number of :paid enrollments. 
The instructor :permitted fo1xrteen :persons to :participate in 
the class without paying an enrollment fee .. This situation 
was permitted to exist since the instructor was willing to 
donate a large part of' his services. This situation might 
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cause a reaction on th~ part of some of the participants 
who have paid an enrollment fee if others can enjoy the 
class without paying the fee. J~though no significant 
happening occurred in this instance$ the writer would 
attempt to avoid a similar situation in the future. 
The third regularly scheduled class meeting was 
not held because of the flood emergency (Missouri river, 
April, 1952) which affected the majority of residents in 
the community. The remaining class me.etings were moved 
ahead one week so that the program was completed on May<Hl 
instead of May 12. 
The flood emergency in the Missouri Valley area 
reduced attendance in adult classes. Many participants 
were forced from their homes and could not make the nee-
essary readjustment in time to return to evening classes. 
This was an unexpected and unfortunate event for the young 
adult program, but the attendance through the last meeting 
averaged about three-fourths of the original enrollment. 
The first period class started at seven o'olook 
and lasted until eight twenty-five. Five minutes were 
used for transferring to the eight-thirty classes. Bells 
were not used to signal the beginning and dismissal of 
class. The signal system could be used effectively when 
more classes are held. A proposal for having coffee and 
doughnuts available between classes or at the end of the 
clas~es was considered. This suggestion was laid aside 
i 
' . 
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for further consideration at next year's program. 
On the sixth evening of classes, a six-:page news-
:pa:per was distributed to the adult :partiei:pants• Several 
copies were :placed in the downtown business houses. The 
paper was given the title, Adult News~ and covered activi-
ties in the adult elasses, general promotional stories on 
adult education, humor, and announcements of interest to 
the :participants. Participants enjoyed the paper and an 
eight-:page edition was distributed on the evening of the 
last class meeting. 
An attem:pt was made to include the names of all 
adult students in the two issues of the pa:per. Eight and 
one-half by eleven mimeogra:ph paper was used for Adult 
News. High school typing students cut the stencils and 
mimeogra:phed the paper. 
On the evening of the eighth class meeting, a sur-
vey was taken to determine the reception of the program and 
to find what courses were desired for next year.l The phase 
of the survey dealing with the rece:ption will be presented 
under the heading Reception o.f the :Program• Eighty-five 
questionnaires were completed and returned. 
The questionnaire listed twenty-eight courses from 
which the res:pondent could select and check the courses he 
thought should be offered next year. Provision was made 
for courses (not included in the list) to be written in by 
the res:pondent. 
lSee Appendix IV. 
' .,
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This survey revealed that the participants wanted 
certain courses available in next year's program. On the 
basis of the number of responses for each course, and with 
the thought of curriculum balance in mind, the committee 
selected the following eighteen courses for next year: 
driver's training, psychology, public speaking, how to con-
duct a meeting, practical English, games for men and women, 
household engineering? mixed chorus, social dancing. wood-
working, bookkeeping, beginning and advanced typing, inter-
ior decorating, sewing, dressmaking, suit making, cake de-
corating, and upholstering. 
This variety of courses gave a balanced curriculum 
in four areas: (1) personal development, {2) hobbies and 
recreation, (3) business and vocations, (4) home arts and 
crafts .. 
The last class meeting of the adult school was 
filled with much activity as are the closing sessions of 
most schools.. A small card (illustrated in Appendix IX) 
was presented to all adults :present at the final meeting. 
This card indicated that they had satisfactorily :partici-
pated in the class. The instructors were paid, class 
records were collected, and farewells were exchanged. 
Final arrangements were also made for displaying 
the work completed by students in the various classes. 
The display was to be shown along with a musical :program 
on Wednesday night following ~he last Monday class meet-
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ing .. 
An Adult Education Advisory committee meeting was 
held to make final arrangements for the musical program 
and exhibition and to organize the committee so that it 
could function and carry on the adult program regardless 
of any changes that might come in the present ~ublic school 
~ersonnel. 
!he highlight of this meeting was the framing of 
by-laws outlining the function of the committee,.l The 
name of the committee was changed from Adult Education 
Advisory committee to Adult Education Council. The by-
laws specified the duties of the officers, term of office, 
required Council meetings, and :placed the responsibility 
of directing the :program or appointing a director with the 
Su~erintendent of Schools. Elected to office at the meet-
ing were a chairman, assistant chairmant and a secretary. 
The number of representatives on the Council was increased 
from twenty-one to twenty-three. 
Organizations represented on the Adult Advisory 
Council are: The Altar Society, the American Legion, the 
Chamber of Commerce, the Business and Professional Women's 
Club~ the Federated Women'~'s Club, the Junior Women's Club, 
the Kiwanis Club, the Ladies Auxillary, the Ministerial 
Association, the Board of Education, and the :public schools. 
Other representatives were housewives and farmers,. 
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The Oouncil was now organized to carry out the pro-
motion of adult education in Missouri Valley. 
Rece;ption of th,e Pr,os;'am 
The delightful feeling that comes from the many fav-
orable comments and congratulations at the end of the first 
session of an experimental adult program is sufficient re-
muneration for any organizer of adult education. The fac-
ulty, the participants, the residents of the community were 
most generous with praise for the adult program. 
The questionnaire taken on the eighth class evening, 
discussed in Ghapter three, had a two-fold purpose. In addi-
tion to obtaining the courses that were desired for next 
year, the survey had been designed to obtain comments and 
suggestions from the participants. In response to the ques-
tion, ttShould adult classes be continued next year?tt, all 
eighty-five returns carried a "yes" answer. This was an 
indication that the participants in the current program 
felt the classes were of sufficient benefit to be presented 
another year. 
Many favorab~e comments were written on the ques-
~j 
tionnaires. Some of the typical comments were: "Wonderful, 
I feel like I have profited very v~ll from it. It should 
be repeated next year."; "Enjoyed it very much; feel my 
time was well spent."; "Excellent cooperation--! feel that 
it has been a great benefit to the people of our community 
and they are interested now. l feel this will be permanent."; 
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".A good, well-balanced program. I enjoyed the olasses very 
muoh."; "Very fine--have learned. a lot and enjoyed the soc-
ial contacts too."; "Enjoyed this year's program--! think 
adult education is a good project." These comments were 
taken from questionnaires at random and indicate the recep-
tion of the program was favorable by these participants who 
completed the ~uestionnaires. The comments gave the Adult 
Education Oounoil new spirit and energy. 
The suggestions written on the questionnaire were 
concerned with having the program start earlier in the spring. 
The Adult Education Council acted on the suggestion and it 
was decided to have the spring session start early in Feb-
ruary next year.. This would prevent the program from run-
ning into conflict with spring work.. Another suggestion 
on the questionnaire was that the shop class be divided 
into two groups. The class had a group on leather work and 
plastics and a group on woodworking.. It was felt that more 
thorough. attention to each grou:p would be possible by se:Pa-
rating them. The classes will be separated next year. 
A musical :Program and an exhibit were~.presented to 
the :Public two days after the close of adult classes. Atten-
dance for the program was over seven hundred~ This was con-
sidered good attendance for this time of year and the type 
of function :Presented. 
The musical program consisted of the adult mixed 
chorus and the public schools vocal music groups presenting 
-
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many interesting numbers. The exhibit included furniture 
from the upholstering olass, leather work and wood work from 
the shop olass, driver's training units and reaction mach-
ines, many garments from the sewing class, typing material, 
and a psychology bulletin board and display~ 
~ae exhibit was set up in booths at the rear of the 
gymnasium-auditorium. Posters, crepe :paper, and spe:cial 
lighting effects added beauty to the hall. The cooperation 
of the high school faculty~ :participants in the adult class-
es, and adult class instructors made :possible the fine set-
ting for the evening's :program. A corsage was :presented 
to a lady who had traveled more than forty miles to attend 
the program. 
The reception of the :program in Mi ssou.ri Valley is 
an indication that adult education is a possibility in any 
community that has school facilities. The desire of the 
people to have adult education continued is an indication 
that it may be considered an essential part of any commun-
ity. Nearly anyone with a sincere interest and willingness 
can organize adult education in those communities not now 
served by such a school-centered program. 
SU1'v1MARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
orsani zing the :Progra,..m 
The procedure followed in developing a program of 
adult education in Missouri Valley has been presented here-
in for the purpose of offering a guide, or suggestions, to 
those who may concern themselves with adult education. 
This procedure should not be accepted as a pattern. Each 
individual community must be considered in light of the 
many elements that affect adult education. 
One of the first steps in organizing adult eduoa-
tion is the establishment of criteria u:pon which the :Pro-
gram may be built. The criteria may be similar to that 
used in this study, or may be expressed in another form and 
be the reflection of the thinking of many people in a parti-
cular community. Fundamental to any criteria is the assump-
tion that adult education is a necessity and is a lasting 
part of our society. A summary of other criteria upon which 
the Missouri Valley program was built is enumerated below: 
1. The desire to establish a program should start 
within the community. This desire may be stimu-
lated by a force outside the community, but must 
become the real desire of the community. 
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2. A democratic phiLosophy must be adopted and 
carried out in every phase of organization. 
3. A small circle of organizers must be formed 
to carry forward the desires of the community. 
This small group must be very conscious of 
the democratic philosophy and adhere to it. 
4. The program must grow from the recognized needs 
of the community and the individuals within 
the community, 
5• The program must be kept dynamic so as to ad-just the needs of the community to the dynamic 
social world of today. 
6. The curriculum must be flexible so that the 
needs of the vmole community can be satisfied. 
A flexible curriculum prevents the withering 
away of a program. 
7. Constant evaluation of the adult program must 
be made. All pertinent factors should be con-
sidered in the evaluation. 
Opening an Adult School 
There are several techniques that m~y be used in 
opening an adult school. In ~lissouri Valley, an Open House 
held in conjunction with National Education Week offered 
the opportunity for presenting the idea for an adult pro-
gram to several adults in the community. Attendance at 
this particular function was rather low. It WDUld be de-
sirable to employ a technique that would result in greater 
attendance. 
Another form of introductory meeting is to obtain 
a professional lecturer to give a preliminary talk on the 
advantages of life-long learning. This meeting should 
come at a time when there are few or no conflicting inter-
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ests striving for the attenti-on of the eommun.ity. 
A "baek-to-sehoolrt evening of entertainment may be 
used satisfactorily. Parents are invited to visit the 
classes of their o~m children. It is wise to have a sur-
prise announcement of a central meeting place where the out-
line for the plan of adult education may be presented to 
the group. Another variation that might bring in adults 
who do not have children in sehool is to arrange a forum 
series during which the idea for forming an adult school 
is presented. 
With any of the suggested plans for opening an 
adult school, it must be remembered that careful prepara-
tion is essential to a good selling job. Slides, movies, 
and lectures may be used effectively. The questionnaires 
should be prepared in advance and distributed at the height 
of the evening's enthusiasm. 
Fundamentals of Arranging the :Program 
Once the community indicates a definite interest 
in an adult school, preparation for a program should be 
started immediately. It is quite helpful to organize an 
advisory committee. The technique of asking for represen-
tatives from the various civic organizations worked quite 
well in l.Ussouri Valley.. An attempt should be made to ob-
tain representatives who have an interest in adult education. 
Hel~ from the clubs,--A visit to the various clubs 
for the purpose of explaining the idea of adult education 
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inoreases interest and tends to increase coo:pe:rati:-on of 
:prominent individuals in the community~ A film on adult 
eduoation, "Self-Realization", was used in conjunction 
with a short discussion at three grou:p meetings in Missouri 
Valley. The advisory cem.roi ttee was thus made u:p of more 
interested representatives f~om these groups. 
Advisory oommittee.--The advisory committee, should 
be organized to function along with the Board of' Education, 
school personnel, and the community. The s:peoif'ic functions 
of the committee should be :placed in writing, :perhaps in the 
form of by-laws.. A chairman, vice chairman, secretary • and 
other officers for Which there is a need, s~ould be elected 
from the committee. This step was not taken by the Missouri 
Valley advisory committee until the end of' the first session. 
Better functioning of the committee might be obtained if 
this organization would come shortly after the formation d~ 
the committee. 
The advisory committee may be used effectively in 
determining community needs (through surveys, group discus-
sions, panels, etc.} and then planning the courses based 
u:pon community needs. The Missouri Valley advisory com-
mittee considered three things in building the program on 
community needs: (1) courses desired, (2) time and length 
of class meetings best suited to the majority of individuals, 
and (3) the satisfaetion of reereational as well as educa-
tional desires of the community. 
:129078 
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Length of school term•--In general, it is believed 
that no adult school in the early stages of develo~ment 
should have sessions more than one night a week~ The ses~ 
sion should not be prolonged over a long period of time; 
ten weeks seems a desirable term.l Due to a late start in 
the spring, the Missouri Valley program was held for nine · 
weeks to avoid too much conflict with spring work and 
weather. 
Course of stu~y.--The courses that may be offered 
are limited to facilities and leadership available. An 
investigation should be made to determine whether an in-
structor will be available to teach each course before 
the class is actually opened to the public for enrollment. 
The seven courses offered in Missouri Valley's 
adu.l t program made up a 'balanced curriculum according to 
that suggested by Knowles. Re includes: (1) recreational, 
(2) vocational, and (3) activity.2 The curriculum must be 
constantly changing because membership eventually stabilizes 
and the same students participate year after year. 
Capable teachers are necessary to satisfy the adults 
who attend classes. These teachers can often be found among 
the public school faculty or they may be other persons who 
have a definite interest in leadership of a group in a par-
ticular field. Four high school teachers and three teachers 
from Council Bluff's adult school were hired for the seven 
lTorbert, op. cit., PP• 46-47. 
2xnowles, op. cit., pp. 88-93. 
;i 
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courses in Missouri Valley. Close eontaat 'between the tea-
chers, the students, and the director of adult education 
helps to make the program a success in terms of community 
aeeeptance and cooperation. 
Promotion.--The promotion of the adult program is 
one of the tasks that will be the responsibility of the 
director. He ean obtain valuable assistance from the ad-
visory committee. He should utilize all the agencies in 
the area. Publicity was channeled through the school pu-
pils, the clubs and organizations, and the Missour:t Vallex 
Dail;J1: Times• Appendix VIII contains some photostatie 
copies of the stories that appeared in the newspaper. In 
many communities the stories released for publication will 
have to be written in the final form by someone close to 
the adult school. The director is often the person best 
suited for this task. Future plans in the Missouri Valley 
:program call for bulletins and announcements printed through 
the cooperation of the local bnsiness men. Many adult 
schools permit the sponsors of these printed forms to place 
an advertisement upon the form~ Another method is to list 
the names of the sponsors. ~e only commercially printed 
matter released by the adult school in Missouri Valley was 
a QUarter-page advertisement in the newspaper.l The adver-
tisement included an announcement of the opening of adult 
school and an enrollment form. The least expensive :form 
lsee Appendix VII. 
of :publicizing the adult school is through the worrd-e>f-mouth 
advertising that comes .from the satisfied. adu.l t stu: dents. 
The :program must offer a .favorable emotional setting and 
should be filled with enthusiasm. 
Recommended Philoso:ihy; for Those 
!>evefo;p!ns a rog;;am 
Adult education is present in o~ environment in 
many forms. News:pa:perst motion pictu..rea, radio- televis,ion, 
museums, libraries, and :public and :private educational in-
stitutions are some of the numerous vehicles that carry in-
formation to our adult :populace. Organized adult education 
(planned by an agency in a community) should prepare people 
to make adequate and satisfactory use of these materials. 
An agency that was initiated to adult education 
about 1915, the :public schools in America, is today becom-
ing increasingly important as a vital link in the life train-
ing of the individual. 
Our :public schools have acce:pted the duty of provi-
ding life-adjustment training for our youth. This task is 
so great that it lies within the realm of the im:probable. 
Citing the contention that learning is a life-long process, 
it becomes apparent that public school education should not 
be terminal; it should be designed for lifetime continuation. 
The writer has followed this conviction in developing the 
program in Missouri Valley. 
There is a definite trend in the direction of more 
,i 
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~artioipation in adult education on the part of more schools 
of all sizes. This indicates there is a need. for responsi-
ble personnel in the schools to have adult education train-
ing as a part of their professional preparation. It means, 
too, that more schools will need to grow in scope by follow-
ing a course similar to that taken in Missouri Valley and 
in other communities. There are several patterns for adult 
programs; but each program must be tailored to serve the 
needs of each community. 
In strengthening one's own convictions on the merits 
of adult education, and in preparing the oommuni ty for a 
favorable acoeptance of an adult program, the following bene-
fits of the adult school should be considered: 
1. A better community results from satisfied 
people. 
2. Better school-community relationships are 
possible through adult participation in 
school-sponsored activities. 
3. In order to derive all the benefits from the 
school, the facilities must be utilized after 
the regular school hours. The plant can accom-
modate adults inexpensively. 
4. i'he satisfaction of in<iividual growth is possible 
through opportunity to continue education. 
5. A dynamic world requires informed and intelli-
gent citizens. Ra~Jd changes prove education 
should not terminate at the end of secondary 
training .. 
6. It provides a means of closing the gap between 
where the individual is and where he wants to be. 
7. There is an increasing desire to pursue old 
interests and develop new ones. 
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8.. An inoreasing number of people' e an .find more 
time to continue their education. 
9. Scientific studies indicate that adults can 
learn; middle life is a profitable period for 
study .. 
10. An opportunity to meet people of like interests 
presents itself in the adult program.. The 
parent.s may have an opportunity te get better 
acquainted with the teachers of their children. 
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APFENDIX I 
As a member of tb:is·cormnunity, your opinion is valued 
and respected. Your answers to the following q,ues·tions will 
be greatly appreciated. Last year, courses in typing ~nd 
upholstering were offered .. --We· would like to know if an en-
larged program would meet with the desires of the. community. 
Please check your responses to the follo-vring questions .. 
1. Would you like evening adult classes in Missouri Valley 
High School? 
Yes_ No_ 
2. Would you participate in the program if courses appeal-
ing to you were offered at very nomi:nal cost? 
Yes_ No_ 
3. Which of the following courses do you feel should be 
offered to adults of this community? (Check as many 
courses as you desire.) 
Bookkeeping_ 
Business Law 
Business English_ 
Typewriting (Beginning) ____ 
Typewritill6 (Advanced).;;..._ 
Shorthand (Beginni~)_ 
Shorthand (Advanced) _-
Public Speaking ____ 
Human Relationship ____ 
Psychology_ 
General Shop 
Woodworking ----
:r-~echanical DraWing....:-....-
Old Teatament History_ 
New Testament History ____ 
Training Methods for 
Sunday School Teachers ____ 
Others: 
Sewing_ 
Hat and Bag Making ____ 
Interior Decorating~---­
Upholstering._.. __ 
Flower Arrangemant ____ 
SliP:nCovering __ 
Tailoring_ 
Cooking_ 
Ceramics 
Aluminum :EtChing 
First Aid____ ----
Ballroom Da.ncingu.--=-~ 
Charm and Personality ___ 
Reducing and Posture ____ 
Gym Activities ____ 
Popular Piano Playing ___ 
Orchestra and Band ____ 
Dramatics_ 
I 
APPENDIX II 
A SURVEY OF YOUR ADULT EVENING CLASS 
1. \~y did you take the course? (A brief explanation) 
2.. Was the class .... 
Satisfactory Very Satisfaetory ____ Unsat~sfactory __ 
3. What suggestions would you offer· for improving the class 
in course content, teaching methods, meeting time, or 
any other phase of the course for adults? 
4. Would you enroll in other courses if some in which you 
were interested were offered? 
5. \ihich of the following courses would you like to have 
available for adult evening classes? (Check as many as 
you like} 
Typing 
Typing 
(Beginning)_ 
(Advanced} __ 
-
Shorthand (Advanced) 
Shorthand (.B.eginning) . . 
Bookkeeping ____ 
Business Law ____ 
Salesmanship 
Business Engli.sh_ 
Creative Writing~---­
Driver Training ____ 
Others: 
Cooking_ 
Upholstering 
Sewing,...-__ 
Tailoring_ 
Interior Decorating ____ 
Household Engineering_ 
Psychology_ 
Human Relations ____ 
Social Dancing~---­
Leather Craft ____ 
Please complete this questionnaire and return it in the 
enclosed stamped, self-addressed envelope. Thank you~ 
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APPENDIX III 
HELP US PLEASE! , 
We need your advice. The Adult Education Adviuory 
Council of Missouri Valley feels that the adult classes 
would help you and benefit the community. We want to offer 
a program of courses that you will take. Will you let us 
know your desires by checking the blanks below (check the 
column that most nearly reflects the way you feel). Then 
send this sheet right back to us. Thank you! 
PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT 
1. Public Speaking .••..•.•. 
2. Psychology 
and Personality .... . . 
of Raising Children. • • • 
GOOD 
IDEA 
Getting Along ~vith Others. • ·--·--
Charm and Personality •..•• 
Human Relations .••..••. 
3. Healthful Living •..•..••. 
4. Improvement of Reading Skill. • • 
5. English Refresher . • . • 
6. Great Books • • . . • • • • • 
7. Creative Writing. • • . . . • • . 
8. Current Events .•••.••• 
9. Driver's Training • • •• 
HOBBIES AND RECREATION 
10. General Shop (Woodworking) .•.• 
ll. Drawing and Painting ••••••• 
12. Leather Craft •.•••. 
13. Amateur Astronomy •.•••••• 
14. Social Dancing. • • • • • • • • . 
15. Getting More Out of Music ••.• 
16. Learn to Bowl • • . • • • • • . • 
17. Figurine Painting •.••..•• 
18. Photography ••••••••.•• 
19. Games--Baillninton, V. B., etc. 
20. Your Figure--How to Improve It. __ __ 
21. Parlor Games--Chess, Bridge, etc. ____ 
ADULT AGRICULTURE (Soils, Welding, 
etc., No Charge for Course) •• 
AM IN- WOULD 
TERESTED ENROLL 
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GOOD 
BUSINESS AND VOCATIONS IDEA 
22. Business Communications • . • . • 
23. Salesmanship •••.•.. 
24. Display for Small Stores ..••• 
. . . 25. Shorthand (Beginning) . 
26. Shorthand (Advanced). • • .• 
27. Typewriting (Beginning) .•• 
28. Typewriting (Advanced) ..•• 
29. Bookkeeping • . . . . • . • . 
30. Business Law. . .•.•••••• 
HOME ARTS AND CRAFTS 
31. Child Care .••••••.••• 
32. Basic Sewing ••••••. 
33. Advanced Sewing •••••••.. 
3 4. Tailoring . • • • • • • • • • 
35. Upholstering .•••••••••• 
36. Food Selection and Preparation •• 
37. Interior Decorating ••• 
38. Gardening & Landscaping ••. 
39. Slip Covering ••••.•••• 
OTHERS: 
AM IN-
TERESTED 
WOULD 
ENROLL 
The NIGHT I prefer class meetings is: Monday ____ Tuesday __ 
Wednesday ____ Thursday ____ Friday ____ __ 
The LENGTH of classes I prefer is: One Hour 
One and One-Half Hours 
---
I would like to have classes begin at: 6:30 
7:30 __ 8:00--
Two Hours 
7:00 ( P • ......,l,..,..vl.-...),....--
COURSES WILL RUN FROM EIGHT TO TEN WEEKS •••.• 
TUITION FOR MOST COURSES WILL BE FIVE DOLLARS ••••• 
STUDENTS currently enrolled in high school may enroll for 
adult courses but will not receive high school credit. 
(Student must be at least sixteen years of age). 
YOUR N~ffi-------------------------------- PHONE 
-----
6€> 
APPENDIX IV 
We will appreciate your checking the following 
questions.so that we llliD.aY plan a future pr0gram. We hope 
you have enjoyed participating in this year's program. 
__ yes ne Should adult classes be continued next 
year? 
Place a check mark in the column that ind~cates the way you 
feel. 
PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT 
l. Creative writing. 
2. Driver Training • 
3. Psychology ..•• 
4. Public Speaking • 
HOBBIES AND RECREATION 
. . . 
. . . 
. . . 
• • 0 • • 
. . . . . 
. . . . . 
GOOD 
IDEA 
l. Bowling (Fundamentals) .••••. 
2. Games (Badminton, V.B., B.B.,etc.----
3. Household Engineering • . • • 
4. Mixed Chorus ...•....... 
5. Social Dancing ......... . 
6. Woodworking . . . . . • • • . 
BUSINESS AND VOCATIONS 
l. Bookkeeping . . . . . . • • . 
2. Business Law. • • . . •• 
3. Salesmanship .•••••••• 
4. Shorthand (Beginning) •••••. 
5. Shorthand (Advanced). • • •• 
6. Typing (Beginning) •..••. 
7. Typing (Advanced) • • • . •. 
HOME ARTS AND CRAFTS 
1. Food Selection and Preparation .. 
2. Gardening and Landscaping •. 
3. Interior Decorating ••...•. 
4. Sewing (Beginning). . •• 
5. Dressmaking ••••..••. 
6. Suit Making •.••...•• 
7. Upholstering . ......... . 
8. Other Courses: 
PLEASE USE THE BACK OF THIS SHEET FOR: 
l. Comments on this year's program. 
AM IN-
TERESTED 
2. Suggestions for next year's program. 
'lj.{)ULD 
ENROLL 
,-2{: 
~~ 
----
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BY-LAWS OF THE ADULT EDUCATION COUNCIL 
:MISSOURI VALLEY, IOWA 
Membaa:-11 hip 
The members ·of the· Adul.t .Education Ceuneil shall. not 
number more than twenty three (23); and.the-Y shall be· nomi-
nated.or automatically apped.:nt.ed ... at.ter ·eaeh.year a.a··follows: 
2 Faculty members from the 'PUblic schools who indi-
cate an intere·st" in adult eauoation. 
2 Administrators of the high school. 
1 Member of the Board· of Education. 
18 Re.presentatives a]Jpointed by J:e>ea.:l:. civic organi-
zations and representatives-at-large who have a 
sincere interest· in adult education. 
The members shall serve for one year beginning June 
1. Members-at-la.rge· shall be elected each year by the pre-
Ceding Council before it goes out of office. All Council 
members may serve as many terms as they are elected. 
Officers 
The officers of the Council shall be a Chairman, an 
Assistant Chairman, and a Secretary. These officers shall 
be elected by the Council from its own.membership for a 
term of one year, beginning June 1. 
Organization 
The Adult Education Council shall meet, pursuant to 
notice by the Secretary; near the· end of-· the school ye.ar, 
but prior to June 1, for the purpose of organization, at 
which time officers shall be elected and membership,Jbe 
determined. 
Meet'tings 
A majority of the members of the Council shall con-
stitute a quorum. Meetings of the Council shall be as 
,[ 
' ~-
' 
. ' 
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follows: 
1. Organization and planning meeting for the ensuing 
year shall be held prior to June 1. 
2. Opening meeting to be held in September to arrange 
final details of opening school in October. 
3. Special meetings shall be called by the Chairman, 
or in his absence, by the assistant Chairman, or 
by the written request of three members, for con-
sideration of special matters. 
It shall be the duty of the Chairman, or in his 
absence, the Assistant Chairman, to preside at all.meetings 
of the Council, to call meetings, and to exercise all the 
functions that usually appertain to the office of a pre-
siding officer. 
The Chairman shall appoint committees as deemed 
necessary by the Council, each consisting of members of the 
Council. 
It shall be the duty of the Secretary to record the 
minutes of the meetings and to perform such other secre-
tarial duties as may be of assistance to the Chairman. 
Director of Adult Education 
The supervision and operation of the Adult Program 
shall bethe responsibility of the Superintendent of Schools. 
He may select the director or he may perform the duties him-
self. These duties will include: announcing the program, 
registration, finances, hiring of instructors and other 
required personnel, and such other duties as will maintain 
and promote adult education in the community. 
He shall request annually of the Board of Education 
permission to use the school plant and facilities and the 
participation of certain school personnel in the Adult 
Education Program. 
•' 
---i p 
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Dear 
This is to confirm your appointment to the faculty of 
the MISSOURI VALLEY ADULT EDUCATION PROGRAM. 
Your assignment is as follows: 
Course: Advanced Sewing 
First Session: March 17, 1952 
Compensation: Five dollars ($5.00) for each 
l~ hour class meeting to be held on Monday 
night for nine weeks, including the first 
session. 
Mileage: For 
Missouri 
the rate 
miles to 
travel exceeding ten miles to 
Valley, mileage will be paid at 
of ten cents ($.10) per mile, the 
be counted one way. 
As you know, this assignment is contingent upon the 
development of an adequate enrollment. I shall appreciate 
your signing and returning the attached duplicate of tn1~ 
letter, agreeing to these conditions. 
I hope your experience in our program will be a fruit-
ful one. 
Sincerely yours 
Director of Adult Education 
Supt. of Schools 
Instructor's signature ______________________ _ 
' ~· 
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' • in the new 
It Education Pro ram 
CLA ES BEGIN 
-
MJSSC'WU VALLEY WGB 'SCHOOL •• 7:t0 ad 8:JO p.m. 
COURSES OFFERED-
Gsuat Psychology 
Gsenl Shop 
Upholstering 
Adult Mixed Clwnis 
Begimling Typing 
Advanw! Sewing 
Drivers Training 
ALL COURSES $5.00 EXCEPT DRIVERS TRAININ<; 
FILL OUT BLANK BELOW -ENCLOSE FEI<~ 
REGISTRATION BLANK 
Please enroll me in the following cla'sses: 
-···· ·-········ 
!COURSE} 
SECOND CHOICE 
Mail to: 
ADULT EDUCATION 
Hi~h School 
Missouri Valley, Iowa 
at 7:00 
at 8:30 
Name 
St. or Route 
Town 
Phone 
Enrollment f 
Fee 
Anyone May 
~nroU 
16 years or over 
and 
within 
Commuting 
.•I 
., 
1 
:t 
• •· j 
~ 
'}' 
i. < 
~ 
* t 
" I 
¥ 
:r 
:r 
~ y 
:~; 
4 
t 
• 
' 
-
' 
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Adult Education 
Meeting Slated 
A group of persons trepr~sent­
irug vatrious corrumunity in+eres:s 
will meet next Tuooctay evening 
to discuss the possibilities for 
adu1t -education in Missouri Val-
ley. 
, The group will be organized as 
:an advisory commLttee on adult 
'education if there is a favor-
! abla response to a program of 
adult courses. 
The me-eting wil'l be held in 
the high school, room 106, at 8 
p. m. Entrartce to tihe buildinv 
will be through the north doo;. 
Adult Education 
Program Planned 
The Adult Education AdvLso.ry 
commiLtee held a meeUng Tues 
ciay night for t-he puf!Y..>&e of 
planning an adult education 
program for Missouri Vailey. 
The needs and interests or t:w . 
commuruity will be determined! 
by surveys conducted by the 
committe. 
Another meeting was schedul--
ed for Friday at 3:00 p. m. in 
\ room 205 of the high school. 
Various organizations were 
represented. 0 r g ani z a twns 
which were !'Without representa-
tives in attendance are irwited 
to send some. 
'I'he members present at 
Tuesday's meeting were !M:rs. 
Gail Kirk, Mrs. Dwight Keene~. ' 
Mrs. Fred Egan, ·Mrs. Jim Miers, 
:V1rs. Marabel Starlin, Mrs. Hil-
da Allen, Miss Frances Klop-
pmg, w. B. Wilcox, Rev. Rex 
Turner, Arthur Wisecup, Walter 
Gearhart, G. W. Bowman, and 
D. G. Stark. 
Adult Education 
I Survey Planned 
The A-dult Education advisory 
committee ha.s compiled a list 
of .cO'urses into a questionnaire 
to .be sent to adults in the com-
munity. The survey is being 
tarkcn ~o determine the needs 
and interests of adults in this 
area. Questionnaires will be 
sent out early this week. 
8evoenteen commiaee mem-
bers attended Friday's meeting 
at the high schooL The com-
mittee is laying plans to start 
a program just as soon as suf-
ficient interest is indicated. 
The questionnaires will be 
sent home with high school 
and grade school students Tues·-
day. 
Adult Education 
Questionnaires To 
Be Returned Soon 
A questionnaire is heing sent 
!:orne t-oday v:ith all :Vfissouri 
Valley school student.:;. The ques--
tionnaire is for a survey being 
cnC:uc:ed to determine what 
courses should be offered to 
adults of the community. 
· Adults are urged to complete 
the questionnai!.'e and return it 
to the school tomorrow. 
If sufficient interest is indi-
ca led in certain courses, those 
courses will be started imme-
diately. The Adult Education 
Advisory committee plans to 
set up a .permanent program 
and expand it from ~ar to 
year. Cooperation of parents in 
this survey will be greatly a.p-
:w;-eclated by the oo.mmit~. 
l 
·l 
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even 
ffere 
urses re 
s l.n 
alley 1!11 l!l! ISS u.r1 
.-
Classes Will Begin 
Evening Of 
Mar. 17 
Seven adult education classes 
will start March 17 and will be 
held each Mond:ay evening 
1 
i through May 12. . 
The classes will begin at 7:00! 
and at 8:30. 
As a result of the Adult Ed-
ucation survey taken last week, 
' sufficient inte/:rest has been 
indicated to offer classes in 
.psychology, beginning tytpewrlt-
1 
ing, advanced sewing, uphols- ; 
tering, general shop, adult mix_-j 
ed chorus, and driver training. _ 
Interest was shown in sever.all 
other ~rses and the Adult ( 
Educ_lltlOn ad·visory committee • 
'bell6ves that the courses will be i 
l)ffered in the future. I 
Registration for the abOve 1 
courses will be made by using r 
the registration bl~nk fr?'m the I 
advertisement wluch w1ll ap- I 
pear in tomorrow's Daily Times. 
The committee urges you to 
complet€ the blank and send in 
your payment immediately so 
you can be assured of getting 
. into a~ dass. Most classes will 
be limited· in size. People will, 
be enrolled in the order in which. 
their registration forms are i 
received. 
I 
Adults Should 
Enroll Now For 
Night Classes 
.A<lults in Harrison county 
-who plan to enroll for the adult 
<classes at Missouri Valley high 
.school are urged to send in 
i;heir registration forms imme-
4;liately. , 
Some courses may 'be offered i 
at both 7:00 and 8:30 if enroll-' 
ment if sufficient. Classes be-
gin Monday night, March 17. 
If a registration blank from 
last Wednesday's Daily Times 
:is not available, a plain piece 5f 
paper with your name and the 
.:first and second choices of 
courses will be accepted. The 
Jieglstration fee of five dollars 
should also be sent. 
The faculty for the courses in 
general psychology, general 
shop, advanced sewing, begin-
ning typing, adult mixed chor-
us, upholstering and driver's 
;training is now complet€ . 
' 
' . 
. i 
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Oatline Courses 
' 
Ollered Here In 
Evening School I 
: The seven adult classes begin-
' ning !Monday night, March 17, 
at Missouri Valley high school 
offer wide interest satisfaction. , 
Three of these classes offer op-
portunities as outlined by the 
instructors. 
General shop will offer an 
opportunity to learn the skilla of 
using power tools 1or wood-
working. Leather craft, refin-
ishing, minor electrical repairs, 
and general in·formation on 
common home repairs will 
make the course interesting to 
; •both men and women. The in-
structor will be John Sheldon 
c.::op instructor in Councii 
B1ui'fs. Mr. Sheldon would alsO 
give instruction in plastics, cop-
per work, and other crafts. 
General psychology will be 
I under the direction of George 
W. Bowman, high school prin-
cipal. Mr. Bowman is a form- ' 
er psychology teacher. The 
course will be designed to fit 
the interests and desires of the 
class members. These area.:; will 
be inc~uded: getting along with 
others, child psychology, psy-
chology of propaganda, person-
ality and individual differences. 
learning processes, and motiva-
tions and responses. Psychology 
is an interesting and helpful 
subject. 
Bob Ashton of the high 
school vocal music department 
will be the leader for adult mix-
ed chorus. Mr. Ashton has or-
ganized and directed many mu-
sic groups in Omaha. His music 
background and experience 
qualify him as one of the best 
in this field. People interested 
in becoming a part of a mixed 
chorus should take advantage 
of this opportunity. 
Extend Invitation 
. . . · To; Night Classes 
'~ ,. </ 
U you Uve within trave~ 
distance of Missouri Valley you 
are invited to attend ·the eve- i 
ning classes for adults at the 
high school. 
"Come alone or invite your , 
friends to joln you in one or , 
two of the clas.se& begimling 
next Monday night," the spon- : 
ISOIS said. 
IIli' you enroll for one of the 
7:00 p. m. classes, beginning · 
typing, psychology, or driver's , 
training, you may enroll also I 
fOr one of the 8:30 classes: 1 
adult mixed chorus, general f 
shop, or upholstering. 1 
Mixed Chorus Fee 
Set At a Dollar 
Through special arrangements 
and expectation of a large en-
rollment, the fee for adult mix-
ed chorus has been set at one 
dollar. It is hoped this arrange-
ment will enable many more 
folks 'to participate in the choc-
us. 
The group will meet at 8:30 
p. m. Monday. Bob Ashton pro~inent· music director in 0.: 
. maha, will be in charge of our 
group. IDgb school students 
over 16 years of age are itwited 
to enroll.· 
t 
. : 
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4nlloM<~&IIB Scho·ol 
Op·ens Monday 
i Adtult eveninr; classes be<,;!n 
I next Mo).lday, March 17, at Ml..s-
\ souri Valley high school. Driv-
i er's training, beginning typing, 
i and general psychology will be-
: gin at 7:00. Advanced sewing, 
1 upholstering, adult mixed chor-
i us, and general shop will start 
::l.l (}:30. 
Enrollment in the classes is 
proceeding very nicely. Driver's 
training and advanced sewing 
are alread!Y filled. General psy-· 
chology is attracting many peo-
ple and H is hoped that others 
. will enroll for· this worthwhile 
and interesting course. 
Adult mixed chorus affords a 
fine opportunity for group 
singing. Th-ere is room f.or 
i more people in this group and a 
\
larger group means a better 
chorus. 
. General shop will need about 
\ nine more people to round it i out. Both men and women 
l should enroll for the variety of 
\things that w!.ll be covered here. 
: Typing and upholstering have 
room for only two or three more 
people. If you want to be as-
sured of a place in a particular 
class, please call the high 
school office and leave your 
name. You may register Mon-
day night if you prefer. 
Many Interests 
Stimulated In 
A4ult etasses 
The adult evening classes at 
Missouri Valley hiS'h school are 
stimulating many interests and 
glowing with many talents. 
The !ollts in the general shop· 
cl-as.:>es are working on varied 
projects: Many· very fine arti-
cles are being made from leath-
er. Beautiful designs add to 
:the .attractive appearance of 
·the leather purses, !billfolds,·. 
key cases, belts, and gun slings .. 
u.nteresting lamps are being 1 
made from wood and plastics. 1 
The wood turning lathes are: 
'being used along with the other 
rpo-wer.tools. Safety and care o! 
tools and equipment are being 
.stressed. John Sheldon, in-
structor, has supplied a pattern 
for a special-design lawn chair 
which is being made in the 
!&hOp. 
1 The advanced sewing class 
i members are making some love-
1 ly and styl·l..sh clothing. P.roj-
\ ects are underway on ladies' 
: suits and coats, dresses, and· 
' children's coats. Mrs. Edna 
McElwain is giving instruction 
in the details of good sewing. 
Many of these garments will 
be displayed this spring. 
Other classes are providing 
i many activities for the people 
i attending adult school. 
s 
The •Missouri Valley adult ed-
ucation classes <and the publlc 
.sehoo"hs vooal mu.sic groups wHl 
present a program to the public 
on Wednesday, May 21, in Me-
morial gymnasium. 
Featured in rthe program will 
\ be the vooal music grou~ of 
i grades five through eight, the 
girls glee club, boys quartet, and 
rthe ·adult mixed chorus. Various 
displays of the oou1t evening 
classes will be set up in the 
f&ymnasium so the community 
·may view the wor~. 
A highlight of the musical 
program will be Eldon Rashl-
elgh's solo, . "Because.'' He wm 
be backed by the chorus iii ·the 
excellent arr.angement of tws 
popular number. 
Mr. Rashleig-h h;as made nu~ 
merous appearances as a solo-
ist. Not only has he been pop.. 
ula;r with his singing, 'but he has 
in the past been appreciated 
for his ability to whistle. Mr. 
'Rashlelgh enjoys adult :mixed 
chorus very much and feels it 
adds something to the commun-
ity. 
The program starts at 8:00 p. 
m. a11d the public is invited to 
attend. There will be no ad-
mission charge. 
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~ceomplishments 
Of Adult Classes 
To Be Shown Soon 
seven adu1t classes at 
t.QIJIIIIOurl VaHey fB8'h school will 
PUitruCI.y ~y ~i.r ~fforts and 
~at a program Wednesday 
way_ "21, ,..m Memorlal 
The progmm gets under 
-way at eigh't o'clock and will 
~ a-bout one and one-half 
~-
The adult mixed chorus will 
entertain toge-ther with vocal 
groups from hig,h school. and 
the grad-e schools. 
Displays will be arranged in 
the gym to show what h~u~ been 
accomplished in the other six 
c.1asses. Psychology, typing, driv-
er's tra1ning, upholstering, shop, 
and sewing classes will be rep-
:resented. Nicely upholstered 
tumiture, avtractive leather 
work, woodwork. and lovely 
dresses and· other erticli!E 'Of 
clothing may be seen. The pub-
lic is urged to aUend the pro-
gram in Mamortal gym. 
Crowd 01 
Attends A4alt 
ra\ml 
The Admt Eduootion ~ · 
of Mlsoourt Valley presented a.l 
S'Upte!lb climax to a succe&afw 1 
sprling s~on witih. a ;fine pro- ' 
grom and exhibit Wed:niesd;ay 
night. The progmm waa !held 
in Memori>al SY'f!Ul•rusium a.nd 
more ·than '700 ,peopl'e turned out 
.for the occrunon. 
The vocal musin .&'T\>UllS pre(:" 
sented an excellent and enter-
taining evening of selections. A 
lovely -atmosphere was created ' 
by special Ughting effects. l 
Spving flowers added pleasing 
f1'8lgrance and beauty >to the 
auditorium. Display booths in 
it'he rear of the aud1Wir1um were 
.filled wLth various articles and 
items which resulted from the ! 
work of the .adult cla&Ses : 
D. G. Stark, dh'ector of. :i\rlult \ 
Education, was the speaker. Mr. 1 
Stark talked a;bout rthe value of~· 
lthe adult ed'UlC3ition program to 
:the community. He expressed 
his 'appreciation :for the fine 
way in which the progl'am ih:ad 
been received tn the communi-
ty. He reminded the audience 
that "Learning is a life iong I 
process, i 
"Let '8' stop pinching our puh- · 
lie education dol'Lars to see hO'W 
ch~ply we C'ail get by; let's 
f!nd the cost for the best and 
plan to get it," Mr. Stark saki. 
Under the direction of Bob i 
~n. the ad·ult chorus and j 
the pU!blic school voca.l. groups: 
gave the audience many enjoy- [ 
a•ble moments with their !fine· 
a.rl'angements. The gr·ade 
school and junior high girls 
sang "My Hero." The eighth 
grade girls quartet sang, "Look 
for th-e Silver Lining" followed 
76 
by "Ov~r the Rainbow" which 
· was sung by the V.alley-ettes. 
The .girls glee clu•b presented, 
"Let There 'Be Music and ''Spir-
L,t. Flower." '!:'he ever popul3.1r 
1 ''H'$i!J.s of Ivy"· was well receiv-
ed. 
Linda F\r·azier, pla.yoo a pia.no 
sol<>, "ValS>e." The boy\s qua:r-
)tet did 11. g.r.wnd job or "Under 
:the ~uti'f'U:l Moon" and· 
"You're a Orand Old Flag."· 
Mary Ann Ha,rder then gave a 
r;'VOCal impression of Clyde Mc-
ICoy's "Sugar Blues." The gl:rls ~quo~et presented ·a most pleas-
jing and novel .ar,rangement of 
L"Sunny Side of the Street" and 
~ruso sang "Be Any•thing." 
r The adult chorus and the 
1 
mixed chorus pre&Cnted "Great 
Day", "Beca:use", "Soona:h Will 
J Be Done", "As Torrents", "Hal--
lel'u}ah, Amen", and a stirring 
' finale "Battle Hym of the Re-
pubHc". Eldon Rashleigh sang 
''Because.'' 
Rev. Rex Turner, master of 
ceremonies, presented a corsage 
to Mrs. Bob Ashton, the lady 
who had traveled f>a;rthest for i 
1.he program. 
The upholstering class display-
ed .furnllture which had J:>een 
upholstered in evening classes. 
Dresses and suits were dispLayed 
by ·the sewing class. The shop 
class displayed some wood work 
•and items of leather. The driv-
ers' training dass set u.p some 
:recreation equl'pment and safe-
rty pc.et'ers. Typing and psyoho-
·logy ~ we,re also represent-
ed in the exhibilts. 
\ The :program was under the 
directi-on of D. G. Stark. Bob 
Ashton staged and conducted 
the choral grou.ps. Richard Mor-
ris supervised the install:ation 
of the excellent lighting. 
Mis:s Klopping ·and her ihome 
economic girls arranged the· 
n<Yfreri. Harry .rusney. tn'l'JtaThfd 
a.nd tested the sound equipment. 
Nonman Sweet created some 
fine signs and !pOSlter.s. 
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MISSOURI VALLEY PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
ADULT EDUCATION DIVISION 
This is to certify that 
-----has successfully completed a 
course in 
Signed __ ~=-~--~------­Instructor 
__ 195_. 
Instructor's Class Card 
MISSOURI VALLEY ADULT EDUCATION PROGRM~ 
Term: 
-----------------
195_ 
Course: 
-------------------------
Name: 
---------------------------------
Address=---------------
Occupation: __________________________ __ 
Education: 
----~1~2~3~4~5~6~7~8~9~---
,, 
·i 
Office Record Card 
MISSOURI VALLEY ADULT EDUCATION PROGRAM 
Name Date 
----------------
Address Phone 
--------
j 
> 
"'0 
Occupation ___________________________________________ _ 
"'0 
tx.l 
Education 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 1 2 3 4 
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